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Abstract

Elastic scattering of 32S on 24Mg has been measured at 65.0, 75.0, 86.3, 95.0
and 110.0 MeV-lab energies, and the data were systematically analysed with scmi-
phenomenological potentials. Using microscopic potentials we found similar results
at the two lowest incident energies, for which we have compared both the micro-
scopic and semi-phenomenological potentials. It appears that the absorption takes
place in a narrow range at the nuclear surface and is mainly due to the low lying
collective surface states.

1 — Introduction

Since the threshold anomaly was experimentally observed^1 3^ and theoreti-
cally interpreted in terms of an approximated dispersion relation^1'5) between local
potentials, which was demonstrated analytically under certain conditions^, the
study of the elastic scattering between heavy-ions has experienced a renewed in-
terest. The analysis of this anomaly, in terms of the optical model, permitted to
put on evidence the importance of the polarization term and its strong dependence



with the structure 6
By using the formalism proposed by Feshbach*') a number of attempts were

performed to evaluate the nucleus-nucleus potential on a microscopical basis; par-
ticularly the contribution to the polarization potential of some inelastic*8) and
transfer*9) channels permitted to describe with variable sucesses the elastic and
inelastic*10) scattering between spherical nuclei.

Perhaps the best success was obtained with the model proposed by N. Vinh
Mau*11) which, by the assumption of simplifying hypotheses, allows to determine the
total Feshbach potential by evaluating the global contribution of all the channels.
With this model elastic scattering data were reproduced successfully not only at
energies above the Coulomb barrier*12"14) but also on a wide domain of energies
in the case of 16O + 208Pb. Moreover recently, the model was able to predict the
excitation function of the near- and sub-barrier fusion for this spherical system as
well as for the 32S + 40Ca one*15).

However, for collisions between strongly deformed nuclei (one or both) at en-
ergies close to the barrier, the predictions of the model cannot be very good*16)
because the absorption is controlled by a reduced number of channels. In these
cases the main hypothesis of the model that replaces in each nucleus the excitation
energy of all the states by an average energy, allowing to perform a summation over
all the channels, is not completely valid. In these conditions it is more adequate to
evaluate term by term the potential contribution of these few channels that control
the absorption.

In this way the 32S + 24Mg system shows very interesting characteristics because

it is very deformed and the 2+ states (1.37MeV - 2lMg) and (2.23MeV - 32S)

are strongly populated, even at energies below the barrier.

An important enhancement of fusion at near- and sub-barrier energies by rela-
tion to the barrier penetrability model was also observed*1 () for this system. This
was obtained*18^ by using '"empirical" potentials but as no elastic data were avail-
able, they were deduced from systematics. However, in such studies the potentials
are required to reproduce at the same time the elastic channel, the excitation func-
tion of the fusion as well as the spin distribution*15'21"25).

The aim of the present paper is threefold: First to provide elastic scattering
data of 32S on 21Mg at energies ranging approximately from 1 to 1.7 times the
Coulomb barrier. Second to show that if we analyse our data with phenomenological
potentials, in a coherent way, we can find similar results to those obtained with
microscopic potentials. Third to put in evidence structure effects on absorption.



In section 2, we describe our experiments. In section 3, we analyse the elastic
data with semi-phenomenological potentials. In section 4, we deduce the formulae
used to calculate the contribution of the strongly excited states to the Feshbach
potential. In this section we compare the absorptive parts of the phenomenological
and microscopic potentials, as well as the radial distribution of the absorption and
the spin distributions for both semi-phenomenological and microscopic potentials.
Section 5, is devoted to the discussion of our results and conclusions.

2 — Experimental measurements

The measurements were carried out with beams of 32S from the MP Tandem
of the CRN of Strasbourg. The experiments were done at 65.0, 75.0, 86.3, 95.0 and
110.0 MeV energies. Targets were made of 20/ig/cm2 enriched 24Mg evaporated
onto 20/ig/cm2 carbon foils. The kinematical coincidence method, based on the
mass identification of the nuclei in the output channel for binary reactions, was used
as described previously^1'19'20). Two position-sensitive silicon detectors (4Sx9mm2)
were placed at 160 mm from the target, one on each side of the beam, at angles
chosen so that the maximum efficiency was achieved for detection in coincidence
of the ejectile and residual nucleus from quasiclnstic reactions. Complete angular
distributions were obtained by few successive angular setting of the detectors. On-
line analysis was performed providing a permanent control of the experiments. The
angular resolution was about 0.4°c.m. and the events were gathered in l°c.m. stops.
The Q-resolution was about 400 keV (FWHM) which allows to resolve elastic and
inelastic scattering. A characteristic excitation energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.
Absolute values of the cross sections were obtained by normalising to Rutherford
scattering at the most forward angles. The measured angular distributions are given
in Fig.2 and 3. The errors bars include both statistical and normalisation errors.
The latter were estimated to be about 2%.

3 — Data analysis with semi-phenomenological potentials
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The real part of the optical potential was described in a semi-microscopic way
from a double folding between an effective M3Y two-body force^26^ with the densities
of the two nuclei in interaction. The absorptive part of the potential was described
by using a phenomenological Woods-Saxon radial form factor27). Similar potentials
were used successfully in the analysis of a number of experimental data^28^.

However when the energy of the collision is close to the Coulomb barrier it was
found necessary to renormalise the real potential by a factor that increases when the
energy decreases. This phenomenon, known as the threshold anomaly, was observed
in the scattering of different systems^1"3) and is now well described^4""6). It is due
to the coupling between the elastic and non elastic channels. The strength of the
energy dependence of the real potential is related to the strength of these couplings
and is directely linked, by a dispersion relation, to the rapidity of the absorption
variation with energy that depends on the structure of the two colliding nuclei.

8.1 ™ MS Y folding model analtjsis

The nuclear densities used in M3Y folding potential calculations were obtained
by unfolding the finite-sized charge distribution of the nucleons (31-32) from the
charge densities in the standard way^28\ The nuclear charge distributions were
taken from electron scattering experiments^29^ and parametrized in a three param-
eter Fermi-parabolic form^30 .̂ The parameters used were LJ = —0.213, c = 3.44lfm,
a = 0.604fm for 32S and u> = -0.249, c = 3.192fm, a = 0.604fm for 2lMg.

The folding potential was calculated with the DFPOT Code*33*. The imaginary
potential was taken with a Woods-Saxon shape whose parameters were obtained by
fitting the data. The ECIS Code*3"1) was used in all the optical model calculations
described in this paper.

An energy dependent factor, iV, was introduced to rcnormalizc the folding
potential in order to fit our elastic scattering data. Thus the total potential used
in optical model calculations was:

VTOT = N • V'A/3v + iWws + Vc (3.1)

where Vc(R) is the Coulomb potential.The use of N(E) factor accounts for the
real polarization potential. This factor changes not only the strength of the real
potential but also its slope and, then the shape of the polarization contribution is
not the same as that of the bare potential.

We start our analysis by fitting the elastic scattering data, at 80.3, 95.0 and



110.0 MeV. We searched the radius and the diffusivity of the imaginary potential

as well as the renormalization factor of the real potential. The strength of the

imaginary part of the potential was fixed in all the calculations at 60 MeV because

this value is close to the strength of the imaginary potential calculated with a

microscopic model for similar systems^11'12'16). As it will be shown later, the value

of this parameter is not important in the determination of the region where the

absorption takes place. Figure 2 shows the best fits obtained with the parameters

of Table 1.

The fits of the elastic data at the two lowest energies, 65.0 and 75.0 MeV,

are shown in Fig. 3 (full curves). The analysis at 75.0 MeV was performed in

the same way as for the higher energies but at 65.0 MeV, energy that corresponds

approximately to the Coulomb barrier, the sensitivity to the parameter values was

poor. To circumvent the problem proposed by this lack of sensitivity we have studied

the evolution of the imaginary potential radius with energy (Fig. 4) obtained in the

fit of the experimental data for the four higher energies. A tendency was observed

in this Rw radius values corresponding to the best fit of the data, performed by

using different strengths of the imaginary potential that were kept fixed. Following

this tendency a Rw value was assumed in optical model calculations at 65.0 MeV

for each fixed W strength.

Although the effect of the Coulomb polarization increases with the increasing

energy, its relative importance to the nuclear absorption decreases very quickly and

only must be taken into account for near- or sub-barrier energies, where its contri-

bution is more important than the nuclear one, but only in peripherical collisions.

For this reason in the search for parameters at 65.0 MeV energy we only consid-

ered the elastic cross sections data for angles larger than the rainbow region. In

fact, we believe unphysical to fit with a nuclear potential alone the forward part

of the angular distribution that is controlled by the Coulomb polarization effects.

If we want to reproduce accurately the experimental data, we must introduce ex-

plicitly the Coulomb polarization effects. It is done in Fig. 3 where the dashed

curve shows the fit obtained in CC calculation when one includes the coupling of

the 2"f, 1.37 MeV (24Mg) excited state to the elastic channel with only the Coulomb

polarization potential as coupling potential. In this fit we searched the renormal-

ization factor of the real potential as well as the diffusivity of the absorptive term

that decreases as it would be expected. The same effect but much more attenuated,

is observed at 75.0 MeV energy (Fig. 3 - dashed curve).

In Table 1 we give the best fit parameter values of the optical potentials ob-



tained at the various energies, as well as the values of the real and the imaginary
parts of the potential at the sensitivity radius of the real potential, Rs = 9.7fm,
that was determined in ref. 20. The errors for both potentials were evaluated in
the standard way described in refs. 1,19,20.

3.2 - Total reaction cross-section calculations

The total reaction cross-section, an, can be written

where VQ is the relative velocity in the elastic channel and xt is the wave function
in the elastic channel at an Ecm energy, such that

(Ecm -T-Vc- Vfoxt - 0 (3.3)

with

Vk = Uo + AUL + iWL (3.4)

Vjj is the local nuclear potential, Vc is the Coulomb potential and T the kinetic

energy. If the partial wave development of the xt function, given by

*o* = I™ E { ' (2 / + l)Xi(r)Pi(cos6) (3.5)

is introduced in eq.(3.2), one can obtain:

f00 (r(r)dr (3.C)

with

]M^ (3-7)

where k is the wave number.

With the ECIS Code^34^ one can calculate the \'/(r) functions. It was done at

the different incident energies with the potentials of Table 1. The corresponding

cr(r) functions are drawn in Fig.5. These curves represent the radial distribution

of the absorption and the surface below them corresponds to the total reaction

cross-sections given in Table 1.



From eq. (3.7) and its representation for different energies (Fig. 5) one can
deduce that at large radius the imaginary potential annihilates the wave function
whereas at short radius the wave function, strongly absorbed in the nuclear surface,
annihilates the imaginary potential. Consequently, the absorption is concentrated
in a domain of the nuclear surface. When the energy of the collision is high this
domain is large, but when the energy decreases this domain becomes more and
more narrow. For the energies above the Coulomb barrier (curves A,B,C and D
in Fig.5) the peripherical absorption starts approximately at the same values of
the radius, but when the energy decreases the range of the absorption in the inner
region of the nucleus is strongly reduced. Below the Coulomb barrier the absorption
is concentrated in a very narrow domain of the nuclear surface (curve E in Fig. 5)
and a gap in the radial absorption is observed between this energy and 75.0 MeV
( D curve) that is above the Coulomb barrier. This gap is related to a strong
change in the diffusivity of the imaginary potential (Table 1) when the energy of
the collision is below the barrier. The same behavior, although much sharper, is
exhibited by microscopical potentials. As we will see later on, this is due to the
absence of absorption below the Coulomb barrier.

This representation allows to understand the lack of sensitivity to the values
of the optical potential parameters always observed at very near- or sub-barrier
energies. The /--domain where the absorption takes place is very narrow (~ 1.5 fm
at G5.0 MeV). Then imaginary potentials with very different geometries can have
the adequate values in this domain so that they reproduce the experimental total
absorption.

We will also use this representation to show that the strength of the imagi-
nary potentials, IKQ, used in the fit of experimental data, is not important in the
localization of the /--domain where the absorption takes place. Figure C shows the
representation of the a(r) functions at 65.0 MeV (left) and 95.0 MeV (right) for
the different optical potential parameters of Table 2, that all reproduce our ex-
perimental data with very different values of Wo. The absorption takes place in
approximately the same region of the nuclear surface although the strength of the
imaginary potential ranges from 10 to 100 MeV. In Table 2 we give, for the two
energies and the different potentials, the total reaction cross sections as well as the
values of the \2/n. parameter, that gives an indication about the quality of the fits.

3.3 - Spin distTibutious



The total reaction cross section, <7/?, given by eqs. (3.6) and (3.7), can be

rewritten as

__ (3.S)

where

aji(l) = —— —-(2/ + 1) / |Y/(r)|2 W(rW/' (3-9)
n* ft C/Q I r\

is the contribution of each partial wave to the total absorption.

Fig. 7 shows the spin distributions calculated with the potentials of Table 1
(without the inclusion of the Coulomb coupling potential). Table 3 (left) shows the
< I > and < I2 > values calculated from spin distributions. Fig. 7 includes their
evolution with energy (filled triangles).

4 — Inelastic channels contribution to the optical potential

Following the formalism already described^14'16'19) we give, in a very simple
computational form, the formulae used to calculate the microscopic optical poten-
tial. However the derivation shown in the present paper differs by two aspects
from the preceding references: a) we use a non-hcrmitian WKB-propagator that
describes, in a more realistic way, the relative motion of the two nuclei in different
channels, b) we calculate the contribution to the absorption not only of the 2̂ "
excitation of both nuclei but also of the mutual excitation [2*2*, 3.CMcV]. In
the energy spectrum of Fig. 1 it can be seen that this excitation may give a non
negligible contribution to the absorption.

4-1 - Theoretical expressions

In the Feshbach formalism the non-local potential corresponding to the coupling

of the elastic channels to all the non-elastic channels can be written, in the weak

coupling approach, as

l'0-(r)G0(r,r')l'0(r') (4.1)



where "a" represents all possible non elastic channels. VQ(r) is the matrix element
that for a state "a" of angular momentum \,/J. can be written as:

(4.2)

and Ga(r, r') is the Green function corresponding to the propagation of the two

nuclei in the "a" channel, that can be approximated by the WKB-propagator:

fl C''4'o|"-r'l i l\'a S

— (4.3)

where 5 = |r — r'| is the relative coordinate and Ka is the WKB local momentum
for the "a" channel.

•I = =7 [-Bern - EB(R)}
h

(4.4)

with

EB(R) Vfi(R) + VC(R) (4.5)

In this equation Vc(R) is the Coulomb potential, EQ is the excitation energy
of the "a" channel and Vj{f(R) is the total local nucleus-nucleus potential given by:

= U0(R) + AUL(R) - iWL(R) (4.6)

where the complex potential V^(R) permits absorption during propagation in the

non elastic channels.

In this way A'a can be written as

with

and

A Q —• A;o -f- IKQ

i-2 ~~ IL
0 "" h2 Ecm -

£_ WL(R)

h2 ' kQ

Uo(R) VC(R)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)



In the Feshbach theory of the optical potential it is demonstrated that there is
no absorption in a given channel when the collision energy, Ecm, is lower than the
channel threshold, E£, because the propagator is real. Then this property must be
satisfied by our approximated WKB-propagator.

In this way, when Ecm < E^ the "a" channel is closed and there is no ab-
sorption. Consequently the local momentum ka, given by eq. (4.8), is imaginary
(/c£ < 0) and Ka is equal to zero. Eq. (4.7) can, then, be written as:

K* = i\ka\ (4.10)

Introducing eqs (4.7) or (4.10) in eq. (4.3) one obtains the formulae for the
WKB propagator in all energy domains:

A:a6) + ism(kQs)] if Ecm > E*Q

(4.11)
WKB - .^.•.••e.JfettJJ if F <- F*

If in Eq. (4.1) one introduces eq. (4.2) it can be written

^ (4.12)

The local potential equivalent to the non local potential AK(r, r') can be de-
rived as the Wigncr transform of eq. (4.1)

AVL[R)= / e ' k s A l / ( R + s/2,R-s/2)f/s (4.13)

where

re — 9 , s — i — r

and

k2 = ^ [Ecm-E*] (4.14)

with

E* = Uo(R) + AUL(R) + Vc(R) (4.15)

consequently k is real except if Ecm < E*\ in this case k is imaginary, k = i\k\.
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The relation (4.13) can be written as

= f elksF(R,s)ds (4.16)

If we assume that a weak angular dependence between R and s vectors holds

for nucleus-nucleus non local potential as it was shown ^35* for nucleon-nucleus

potential, the F(R,s) function is easily evaluated from eq. (4.12) by choosing two

particular extreme situations: they correspond to rr ' = 0 (r and r' or R and s are

colinear) and to r r ' = TT (r and r' or R and s are anti-colincar).

This allows us to write the eq. (4.12), that is to say, the function F(R,s) as:

+ -1 f[a)
 (R™-) if R> ~s

9 / V 0 / 0

(4.17)
F(R'*) = i E ( -W f l / i o ) > (R+I) Aa) (~*+1) ^ R< \»

Thus the s-integral given by eq. (4.13) can be separated in two integrals over

the ranges (0,2/2) and (2R, oo). However if, as usual, the non locality range, 5,

of the non local potential is short (1-2 fin) in comparison with the range of the

local potential, the non local potential is concentrated in a narrow domain of small

5-values and the integral over (2/?, oo) can be ignored if we calculate our local

potential for distances greater than about 3-4 fm. In this approximation our local

potential, given by eq. (4.1G), can be written as

2R

The nuclear form factors, fx
a , in eq. (4.18) are well described by the collective

model prescription:

tf £ (4.10)
where 0£ is the amplitude of the transition of the multipolarity A in the "a"

channel for the nucleus i, i?; is the radius of the nucleus i and U(r) is the nucleus-

nucleus Copenhagen potential (36-3(). It was shown (38) that the nuclear form factor

calculated using cq. (4.19) with this potential, reproduces the RPA-microcospic

11



nuclear form factors in a large domain of the nuclear surface; consequently the
matrix element of eq. (4.2) with the form factor of eq. (4.19), implicitly includes the
effects of exchange. Because of the form adopted for the form factor, the polarization
potential of eq. (4.1) is concentrated in the nuclear surface, say, in the surface of
the potential U(r).

The nuclear form factor for the mutual excitation can be described in the same
way by<39)

where all the symbols have the same meaning as in eq. (4.19) but for the two nuclei

Finally if we introduce in eq. (4.16) the eqs. (4.17) and (4.19), as well as our
WKB-propagator given by eqs.(4.11) and if we split our local potential in both real
and imaginary parts, we obtain for the open inelastic channels:

u v - f2R

ReAVin(R) = -—-£-5- > 6\i dse~KaS s'm(ks)cos(kQs) P (R,s)

(4.21)
,2/1

2
Xi / dse~Ka3sm(ks)sm{kQs)P(R,s)

Jo

where Sxi is the deformation length, S\i = /?Ai-̂ i, of the nucleus V , and P(R,s) is
defined as

(4.22)

with

r ) (4.23)
dr

If the energy of the collision is higher than the Coulomb barrier and lower than
the barrier of the excited state, our local potential can be written as

7R

(4.24)
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but if the energy of the collision is lower than the bare Coulomb barrier, the local
potential is given by:

(4.25)

ImAV^(R) = 0

Similar expressions for the local potential can be obtained for mutual excita-
tions, by replacing the nuclear form factor of eq. (4.19) by eq. (4.20). In practice,
the corresponding equations can be deduced from eqs. (4.21), (4.24) and (4.25) by
replacing the 8\{ deformation length by -^~L and the g(R ± | ) functions by the
h(R ± ~) ones, defined as:

(4.26)
dr2

Consequently the total polarization potential is given by

AUL(R) - ReAV^(R) + ReAV^R)

(4.27)

\VL(R) = ImAV+(R) + ImAV,!;Ht(R)

and the total local potential VJ!j{R) is obtained by introducing cqs. (4.27) in eq. (4.6).
Because we have localized our non local potential by using a real k momentum, the
Wigner transform must be corrected by an effective mass operator. As usual we
assumed that this operator is such as in*Jin ~ 1 in the nuclear surface where our
potential can be calculated.

4-2 - Microscopic potential calculations

In the evaluation of the polarization potential given by (4.27), the eqs. (4.21),
(4.24) and (4.25) must be taken into account simultaneously because, at each energy
of the collision, a number of channels may be open or closed in different r-clomains.

The polarization potential (AUL+'\WL) depends on the ka, KQ and k local
momenta, but these ones, defined by cqs. (4.S) and (4.14), depend on the Uo + AUL

and \VL local potentials that, in fact, we want to evaluate. This means that the

13



relations given by equation (4.27) are coupled and that to solve this problem an

iterative procedure must be used in calculations.

From eqs. (4.21), (4.24) and (4.25) we can deduce that at each energy only the

open channels contribute to the imaginary potential, whereas all the channels, open

or closed, give a contribution to the real potential. Consequently we must include

in our calculations all the channels because they contribute not only explicitly to

the real potential, but also implicitly to both real and imaginary potentials through

the local momenta.

To avoid these difficulties coming from this unsolved problem, we adopted in

our microscopical calculations for the real potential the renormalized one obtained

in the fits of the experimental data, as described in Subsection 3.1. In this way we

include the contribution of all the channels.

Uo + &UL = N(E) • VmY (4.28)

With this assumption our problem is reduced to the calculation of the imaginary

potential by including explicitly the contribution of the interesting excited states.

As it was already indicated in Section 4, we took into account in our microscopic

calculations only the excited 2^ states of 2AMg (1.37 MeV) and of 32S (2.23 MeV),

as well as the mutual excitation. The calculations were performed at 65.0 MeV and

75.0 MeV.

The deformation parameters, /?, were extracted from experimental measure-

ments^10^ of the lifetime of the excited states. As both the projectile and the target

are rotational nuclei with intrinsic quadrupolc momenta, second order corrections

to the P values were performed in the way described in refs. (20,41). The adopted

values were /?2+=0.51 for 2AMg and /?2+=0.29 for 3 2 5 .

Phenomenological and microscopic potentials are compared in Fig. S at C5.0

MeV (left) and at 75.0 MeV (right). Moreover the contribution of each state in-

cluded in the calculations is shown. As it was expected the most important con-

tribution comes from the 2* excited state of 2AMg (1.37 MeV) although at 65.0

MeV we arc below the barrier from 9.0 to 10.5 fm and there is no absorption in this

range. The phenomenological potential, described by an analitical function in all

the /'-domain, simulates this lack of absorption by assuming a very small diffusivity

which induces a very sharp potential.

The energy of 75.0 MeV is 10 MeV above the barrier approximately. Conse-

quently the channels included in the calculations are open in the whole r-domain

and more channels must be taken into account if one wants to reproduce the exper-
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imental data. But this is not the object of this paper. Here our aim was to show
that at energies very close to or below the barrier the absorption is controlled by
a reduced number of channels and it takes place in a narrow range at the nuclear
surface.

Fig. 9 shows the comparison between the a(r) function calculated at 65.0
MeV (left) and at 75.0 MeV (right) with both microscopic (full curves) and phe-
nomenological (dashed curves) potentials. At each energy the radial domains where
the absorption takes place are nearly identical. At 65.0 MeV the total absorp-
tion, <TR, calculated whith eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) is approximately the same for both
phenomenological and microscopic potentials. At 75.0 MeV, on the contrary, the
total absorption calculated with the microscopic potential is lower than the one
calculated with the phenomenological potential, for the above mentioned reasons.
In Table 4 we included the values of CTR obtained with the microscopic potentials
which can be compared with those given in Table 1. A comparison between the elas-
tic scattering predicted by the microscopical potentials and the experimental data
was performed. The values of the corresponding x2ln parameter are also given in
Table 4. At 65.0 MeV there is a good agreement between the theoretical prediction
and the experimental data, but the inclusion of the mutual excitation is not too
important because for this channel there is no absorption between 8.6 and 11.3 fm.

At 75.0 MeV the agreement between the data and the theoretical prediction
measured by the \2/n value is poor due to the underestimation of the absorption,
already mentioned. However the inclusion of the mutual excitation has an effect on
the value of the \2/n parameter although the an value is unchanged. This is due
to the shape of our form factor. As shown in Fig. S (right) the imaginary potential
calculated in the case of the mutual excitation gives two opposite contributions to
the absorption. This changes the shape of the potential but leaves the an value
unchanged.

Comparison between theoretical predictions of elastic scattering calculated with
microscopic potentials and calculations with scmi-phenomenological potentials is
shown in Fig. 10 at 65.0 MeV and 75.0 MeV energies. In fact as the same real
potentials are used in both calculations this comparison directly concerns the ab-
sorptive potentials. Spin distributions deduced from microscopic potentials (full
curves) at 65.0 MeV and 75.0 MeV energies arc compared in Fig. 11 with those
obtained from semi-phenomenological potentials (dashed curves) of Table 1. Both
< / > and < I2 > values, obtained from spin distributions calculated with mi-
croscopic potentials, are shown in Table 3 (right) and included in Fig. 7 (open

15



circles).

Finally it is interesting to note that with a phenomenological imaginary volume
potential, which includes our microscopic surface potential (Fig. 8), one obtains the
same absorption range as with a microscopic one which includes only the contri-
bution of some surface collective states. This seems to indicate that at near or
sub-barrier energies the total absorption (that includes the fusion) takes place at
the nuclear surface and the contribution of the volume term is negligible. In strongly
deformed systems, as 3 25 + 2AMg, the absorption is controlled by a very reduced
number of channels.

5 — Conclusions

The elastic scattering angular distributions for the 3 25 4- 2AMg system were
measured at 65.0, 75.0, 86.3, 95.0 and 110.0 MeV. The data were fitted in a system-
atic way by using semi-phenomenological energy dependent optical potentials. The
radial distribution of the absorption calculated with these potentials is concentrated
in a T'-doinain at the nuclear surface which becomes more and more narrow with
decreasing energy.

For the two lowest energies the contribution to the Feshbach potential of the
excited 2+, 1.37 MeV of 2lMg and 2+, 2.23 MeV of 325 states as well as the mutual
excitation, were evaluated. A radial distribution of the absorption was obtained by
using these microscopic potentials, which was found to be very similar to that cal-
culated with phenomenological potentials. At the lowest energy (65.0 MeV) a good
agreement between the elastic scattering calculations with microscopic and with
semi-phenoinenological potentials was observed while at 75.0 MeV the agreement
was poor. As this last energy is 10 MeV above the Coulomb barrier more channels
must contribute to the absorption, particularly the channels corresponding to more
peripheral processes than those included in our calculations. Comparison between
spin distributions calculated at 65.0 and 75.0 MeV with both scmi-phenomcnological
and microscopic potentials allows us to extract similar conclusions.

Perhaps the most interesting conclusion that we can extract from our calcula-
tions is that below the barrier it is possible to reproduce the total absorption, the
elastic scattering data as well as the spin distributions with the same quality in a

16



semi-phenomenological analysis as by using a microscopic potential which includes
only a reduced number of surface collective states. Our results seem to indicate that
the volume absorption term gives a negligible contribution. At near or sub-barrier
energies, this absorption takes place in a very narrow domain at the nuclear surface
which broadens with increasing energy.
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E/a6
(MeV)

110.0
95.0
86.3
75.0

65.0

NR

1.27
1.60
1.59
1.72
1.52

1.91
1.72

Wo(1)

(MeV)

60
60
60
60
60
60
60

Rw
(fin)

6.75
7.40
7.60
7.95
7.95
8.10
8.10

Best

aw
(fm)

0.563
0.460
0.40S
0.370
0.330
0.223
0.093

TABLE
optical model

-K(9.7/m)
(MeV)

0.82 ±0.06
1.02 ±0.04
1.02 ±0.03
l.ll±0.13

0.97
1.23±0.10

1.10

1
parameters

-iy(9.7/m)
(MeV)

0.32 ±0.04
0.39 ±0.04
0.35 ±0.02
0.54 ±0.01

0.297
0.045 ±0.10

< 10~3

X'/n

3.6
2.3
0.9
3.4
2.2
5.5
1.2

OR

(mb)

1163
948
738
445
546

54.7
155

(mb)

169

121

Note

(2),
(2),
(2),

(3)
(4)
(3)

(1) WQ was fixed
(2) Rw was fixed
(3) Coupled channel calculation including Coulomb excitation to 24Mg(2+;1.37 MeV)
(4) Only angles 107.5° < 6CM < 137.5° were fitted. The x~jn value was obtained from

the complete angular distribution



TABLE 2
Equivalent optical model parameters

Elab Nn W<m) Rw aw X ' 7 » oR

(MeV) (MeV) (fm) (fm) (nib)

95.0

65.0

1.61
1.60
1.57
1.39

1.88
1.91
1.99
2.10

100
60
30
10

100
60
30
10

7.19
7.40
7.69
8.10H

7.90('}

8.10(<)

8.40H

8.80(*>

0.454
0.460
0.466
0.527

0.240
0.223
0.185
0.068

2.3
2.3
2.3
2.7

0.8<">
o.st")
0.8*"*
o.g*"*

941
948
949
969

55.5
54.7
54.0
51.7

(*) WQ and/or Rw parameters were fixed
(**) Elastic scattering data were fitted only in

the 107.5° < 6CM < 137.5° angular range



TABLE 3
Angular momentum mean values calculated

from semi-phenomenological
and Feshbach potentials

(MeV) (semi-phenom) (Feshbach)

110.0
95.0
86.3
75.0
65.0

22.5
18.7
15.8
11.8
5.9

581
405
288
165
45.5

11.3
5.85

149
44.4



TABLE 4
Contribution to the absorption of the collective surface Feshbach states

included in calculation

E/a6
(MeV)

75.0

65.0

NR

1.72
1.72
1.91
1.91

Feshbach
states

MMg(2+); 32S(2+)
24Mg(2+); 32S(2+);
24Mg(2+);32S(2+)
24Mg(2+);32S(2+);

M.

M.

Ex.

Ex.

-H'(9.7/m)
(MeV)

0.267
0.273

0
0

X'/n

29
25
4.1
3.9

OR

(mb)

422
422
57.4
57.0



Figure captions

Fig. 1. Number of events .vs. Q—value (MeV) measured for 32S+24Mg at 75.0 Mev-

lab. The labels correspond to A: elastic scattering, B: inelastic scattering to the
24Mg(2+;1.37 MeV) state, C: inelastic scattering to the 32S(2+;2.23 MeV) state

and D: their mutual excitation.

Fig. 2. Measured elastic scattering data for 32S+24Mg at E[ab = 110.0,95.0 and S6.3

MeV. Full lines are the optical model fits with the parameters of Table 1.

Fig. 3. Measured elastic scattering data for 32S+24Mg at E[ab = 75.0 and 65.0 MeV. Full

lines are the optical model fits with renormalized folding potential. Dashed lines

are coupled channel calculations including only the Coulomb coupling potential

of the 24Mg(2^;1.37 MeV) state to the elastic one.

Fig. 4. Evolution of the imaginary potential radius with energy for different fixed depths

of the imaginary potential.

Fig. 5. Radial distribution of the absorption calculated with the optical potential of table

1.

Fig. 6. Radial distribution of the absorption for different imaginary potential depths at

65.0 and 95.0 MeV-lab.

Fig. 7. Spin distribution for the total absorption of 32S+21Mg at several energies, calcu-

lated with potentials of table l.< / > and < I2 > energy dependence obtained

from semi-phenomenological potentials (filled triangles) are shown in upper win-

dow and compared at the two lowest energies with those extracted from Fcshbach

potentials (open circles).

Fig. S. Imaginary potentials of 32S+24Mg at 65.0 and 75.0 McV. Curves B are the Woods-

Saxon potentials of table 1. Curves .4 are the Fcshbach potentials that include

the contribution of 24Mg(2jf") (curves .42), 32S(2^") (curves Ai) states as well as

their mutual excitation (curves .43).

Fig. 9. Comparison of the radial distribution of the absorption for 32S+24Mg at 65.0 and

75.0 MeV-lab calculated with Feshbach potentials (full lines) and semi-phenomeno-

logical potentials (dashed lines).

Fig. 10. Comparison between theoretical predictions of the clastic, scattering calculated

with Fcshbach potentials (full lines) and with semi-phenomenological potentials

(dashed lines).

Fig. 11. Spin distribution for the total absorption of 32S+24Mg at 65.0 and 75.0 MeV-lab,

calculated with the potential of table 1 (dashed curves) are compared with those



deduced from Feshbach potentials of table 4 (full curves).
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